Somewhere between me and you [3/4 time] [start in C, key lift to D]  
by Merle Haggard [C&W] \version 0809120939

Intro: harmonica, verse 1, lines 3 and 4

[Verse 1 - duet]

3 33 4 33 2 1 11 6 555
[C/] Somewhere be-[C7/] tween >>>> [F/] your heart and [C/] mine
5 6 1 11 1 1 2 3 222 22
There’s a [C/] window >>>> that [D7/] I can’t see [G7/] through [G7/]
5 1 33 4 33 3 2 1 11 6 655
There’s a [C/] wall so [C7/] high >>>> that it [F/] reaches the [C/] sky
1 11 1 2 3 2 111

[C/] Somewhere >>>> be-[G7/] tween me and [C/] you [G7] [D7][G7]

[Verse 2 - his solo]

I [C/] love you so [C7/] much >>>> I [F/] can’t let you [C/] go, and
[C/] sometimes >>>> I be-[D7/] live you love [G7/] me [G7/]
But [C/] somewhere [C7/] between >>>> [F/] your heart and [C/] mine
There’s a [C/] door >>>> with- [G7/] out any [C/] key [G7][D7][G7]

[repeat verse 1 - unison; key lift to D at end of verse]

[C/] Somewhere be-[C7/] tween >>>> [F/] your heart and [C/] mine
There’s a [C/] window >>>> that [D7/] I can’t see [G7/] through [G7/]
There’s a [C/] wall so [C7/] high >>>> that it [F/] reaches the [C/] sky
[C/] Somewhere >>>> be-[G7/] tween me and [C/] you [A7/]

[Verse 3 - her solo]

[D/] Somewhere be-[D7/] tween >>>> [G/] your heart and [D/] mine
There’s a [D/] love >>>> I [E7/] can’t under-[A7/] stand [A7/]
It’s [D/] there for a [D7/] while >>>> then it [G/] fades like a [D/] smile
And I’m [D/] left >>>> in the [A7/] middle a-[D/] gain [A7][E7][A7]

[repeat verse 1 - duet]

[D/] Somewhere be-[D7/] tween >>>> [G/] your heart and [D/] mine
There’s a [D/] window >>>> that [E7/] I can’t see [A7/] through [A7/]
5 1 33 4 3 3 2 1 11 6 555
There’s a [D/] wall so [D7/] high >>>> that it [G/] reaches the [D/] sky
1 11 1 2 3 2 111 444

Somewhere >>>> be-[A7/] tween me and [Bm/] you [G/]

Ritard:

1 11 1

[D/] Somewhere >>>> be-[A7/] tween me and >>>> [G] you [D]
[Verse 1 - duet]
Somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a window that I can't see through
There's a wall so high that it reaches the sky
Somewhere between me and you

[Verse 2 - his solo]
I love you so much I can't let you go
And sometimes I believe you love me
But somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a door without any key

[Verse 1 repeated - unison, with whole step key lift at end of verse]
Somewhere between your heart and mine
There's window that I can't see through
There's a wall so high that it reaches the sky
Somewhere between me and you

[Verse 3 - her solo]
Somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a love I can't understand
It's there for a while then it fades like a smile
And I'm left in the middle again

[Verse 1 repeated - duet]
Somewhere between your heart and mine
There's a window that I can't see through
There's a wall so high that it reaches the sky
Somewhere between me and you

Ritard:
Somewhere between me and you